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Str8ght head crakin Hip Hop muzak for all da Hood Hoppers, Tailbangers,Dome splitters, Knowledge

seekers and maryjane peepers 15 MP3 Songs HIP HOP/RAP: East Coast, HIP HOP/RAP: Hardcore Rap

Details: Biography : Cydwayz Born Andr Henderson and raised in Flushing, Queens, New York City,

Cydwayz is a veteran in the art of street-hip hop. In the rap underground he is known as "The Total

Package" for his ability to produce his own beats, write his own lyrics, record his own music and promote

his own albums. During his rap career he has worked with sucessful artist such as Busta Rhymes, Nas,

and Prodigy of Mobb Deep. Cydwayz released his first album at the age of 17 entitled "Low Profile" a

melting pot of his versatility on the microphone. The albums contained everything from the witty "Lets

Play House", the grimy "Grill On", and the community conscience "Mama's Son". The record was an

instant success, garnering attention from numerous New York labels. Cydwayz shunned these offers to

better craft and pursue a higher education. Cydwayz made his resurgence to the hip-hop scene in early

90's, this time with a more edgy and ruthless sound as part of the hip-hop group 3 Versus the World. Due

to poor management and lack of the promotion, the group dissolved and Cydwayz continued his

underground work. Now after years of fine tuning and perfecting his skills, Cydwayz has burst on to scene

with two new albums "Ghettology 004: Remedial life" and "Un4scene", both regarded as easy sellers by

rap promoters. At first listen it's evident that Cydwayz is one of few remaining "Real MC's", matching

hard-hitting lyrics with memorable beats he is guaranteed to have you reciting the words that he speaks.

Whether you want to move the crowd, get educated, or battle; Cydwayz has all 31 flavors and more not

sold in stores.
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